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Students in Mrs. Wilson's Class

enjoyed making slime as an incentive they

earned for receiving 400 C.A.R.E.S (Cooperation

Assertion Responsibility Empathy and Self Control)

leaves.

When I was a child, my mother and father raised

me to have good manners and use the magic words,” such

as please; thank you; you’re welcome; excuse me. I raised

my children similarly, and now I reinforce manners

instilled by you with your children. Once, a student asked

me why it was important to push in a chair; an act I was

always taught was polite, but when I thought about the

question, I developed a deeper philosophy of why

manners are important.

This month, we are practicing the “S” in our CARES

motto- Cooperation, Assertion, Responsibility, Empathy,

and “S” for Self-Control. Helping students to practice

self-control reminds me very much of the reason we use

“good manners.” When we are polite and use self-control,

on a deep level, it is a way of showing care and concern

for one another; it binds us together, whether we know

that person or not. Using our self-control before saying

something hurtful, stopping ourselves from retaliation

when we feel wronged, or even thinking before acting

silly in a classroom shows that we care about the impact

of our actions on others. In many ways, using self-control



also uses empathy, as it is being thoughtful of how others

might feel if someone were to do the same thing to us.

When I asked the student to push in the chair, it was not

only a polite way to leave a table, but shows care and

concern that others wouldn’t trip and fall.

This month in particular, “self control” takes on greater

meaning and helps illustrate to students the significance

of self-control as we remember that when Martin Luther

King, Jr preached non-violence in response to social

injustice, in many ways, he was asking people to use

self-control. On Monday, January 17, school is closed in

honor of Martin Luther King, Jr’s birthday, and I have

asked students to remember that self-control is a way to

show care and concern for others.

Penn Brook students continue to be industrious, creative

learners, and I hope you enjoy this glimpse into the Penn

Brook school through this latest edition of Perspectives,

as written by our student reporters.

Mrs. Maher

Kindergarten is Cool!

Kindergarten is Cool!
By: Beta

Quite a bit has been going on the past trimester in

kindergarten and Mrs. Dennett is excited.

She said, “It is always fun and exciting meeting all the new

kindergarteners in the fall. What is special about this year is

that many of the kindergarteners in my class I had when I was

teaching preschool over at Perley.” She enjoys seeing kids that

she saw when they were three, now five and six. As Mrs.

Dennett says, “They have grown up so much.” This year Mrs.

Dennett is hoping that we will not have to go back to zoom

again. She likes being able to have everyone in the classroom

together.

The students have been working on learning numbers, talking

about weight and capacity and counting by tens as well as

learning their letters and what sounds they make. They only

have z and q left! In January she is looking forward to doing a

Mo Willems unit where they will read Pigeon and Piggy and



Elephant books. They are so funny. Speaking of funny,

according to Mrs. Dennett, some of the most laughable

moments are when she drops things (especially her fundations

cards) and her students all say, “Oh, Mrs. Dennett”.

Apparently she drops things a lot!

When it is your first year at Penn Brook adventure lies around

every corner. Recently I got the opportunity to learn some fun

facts from Teagan and Jameson from Mrs. Dennett’s class

about life as a kindergarten student. To celebrate the Holidays

Mrs. Dennett’s kindergarten class is making pattern books

about “elf on the shelf”. This is something that Teagan has

really enjoyed doing. She also loves art class where she made

an origami dog. Jameson loves writing what his teacher says

and can’t wait to bring home all of his work to show his family.

But it’s not just classroom activities that are fun to these

students. Jameson loves playing with the friends that he’s

made while Teagan has fun riding the bus for her first time.

Even at their age these two kids are already thinking about

their future and what they want to be when they grow up.

Teagan aims to be a horse trainer while Jameson wishes to be

a geologist so that he can dig up gems and dinosaur bones.

We can’t wait to see what the future holds for these

kindergarteners and their peers.

First Grade

First Graders are coding!

First graders in Mrs. Valli's room watch their

coded bots pull "sleighs" down the hallway.



Recently, first graders in Mrs. Valli's class had the

opportunity to code mini robots to travel in a pattern

pulling a "sleigh". Students worked in groups to code

their bots and then watched them travel in the hallway to

see if the bots traveled the pattern they were assigned

through code.

Second Grade

Second graders working in Mrs. Homan's class.

Sixth grade Student Council Member Sophie

Carideo recently interviewed second grade

teacher Mrs. Homans.

For the past couple months second grade students

have been learning all sorts of things. I asked one of Penn

Brook second grade teacher a few questions about what

she is teaching and here is what she said.  Mrs. Homans

reports that the second grade teachers have been

teaching about realistic fiction and writing small moment

stories. Mrs. Homans finds this especially enjoyable to

teach because students have wonderful connections to

them from their own lives. In second grade many

students are just getting into chapter books. If you are

looking for some good chapter books for your child Mrs.

Homans shared a few favorites: The Dragon of Lonely

Island and Lulu Walks the Dogs.  Kids love these stories

and start exploring books by the same author. In second

grade reading is a pretty important topic, but science is a

subject that Mrs. Homans wishes she could spend more

time on, especially the hands-on activities.  Since the

school day is already so short, perhaps parents would like

to do some activities at home!

Third Grade

Author Celebration



Students in Mrs. McNulty's class participated in

an Authors' Celebration and shared their work.

Students brought in flash lights and had a "camp

out" when sharing their work.

Recently, third graders had a special treat. They were

tasked with writing from a character's perspective in a

short story. Mylo and Joseph from Mrs. McNulty's class

explained to Mrs. Doran that they had read two stories.

One story was The Book Shop, and the other story was

Camping: ALifetime Experience.

The boys explained that they had to write from a dog

named Martha Jane's experience in one story and a

character named Derrick's experience in another story.

They had to use dialogue, sensory details, and include

transition words. Students had a nice treat sharing their

work with one another while"camping" in class.

Fourth Grade

An Interview with Mrs. Houle

by Madi from the Sixth Grade Student

Council

1. What is different about your class than classes

in the past?

This year as a class we spend more time talking about
our feelings.  We have had a stressful couple of years, so
we take the time to talk about how we are feeling and
strategies we can all use when we are feeling
overwhelmed.  I have also noticed a lot of acts of
kindness.  Many students are going out of their way to
help their classmates out.  I love seeing this.
2. How does your schedule go?
We have Math, Writing, Lunch, Recess, Specialist,

Reading and then Science or Social Studies.

3. How do you teach?

I like to teach in all different ways.  Sometimes I

am the teacher and sometimes the students are

teaching each other.  One day I might tell the

students the information and other days I might give

them resources to find the information themselves.  I love

watching students experiment with materials and to find

their own connections with their learning.

4. What are some things that you do with your

class every day?

This isn’t every day, but my favorite part of the week is

on Monday mornings when we do “In the News”.  This is

when students get to share about some things that have



been going on in their lives.  I always look forward to

hearing about their adventures and I think they like

knowing there is a time they can share about something

exciting, sad or scary that happened to them. We also try

to do “Friendly Friday” most Friday afternoons.  This is

usually a time where we make something for someone

else, talk about kindness and friendships or just do

something fun together as a class.

Fifth Grade

Declan King Interviewed Ms. McGee

I recently got to hear about the fifth grade from my

former teacher Mrs. McGee. I got to ask some questions

about the new year and what is happening inside the

classroom. Right now they are focusing on Science. They

just finished their 13 Colonies Unit in Social Studies and

in a couple of weeks they will be starting their American

Revolution Unit. Right now the fight grade is reading

Maniac Magee together as a class. In Mrs. McGee's class

there are 4 book clubs going on.  The students are reading

Kizzy Ann Stamps, Liar and Spy, Mystery on Pine Lake

and Quinny and Hopper.  They are all Massachusetts

Children’s Book Award books and realistic fiction.

Doesn't that sound great! I also asked her if she enjoyed

being back in school full time. She said and I quote “I feel

great about being back in school this year. I really missed

having all of my students in class all together each day.” I

feel the same way and I think that is such a good way of

putting it. That is all that is currently happening in fifth

grade. It sounds like they’re learning a lot.

Sixth Grade Student Council Members created

Empathy posters to hang throughout the school

to highlight our character for the month of

December.



Virtual Reality in Grade 6

Students in Grade six explore virtual reality headsets.

In 6
th

Grade Math with Mr. Chenette the first 3 weeks of

the second trimester was dedicated to the Project Lead

the Way curriculum. This 10 day curriculum focuses on

the sequential block coding through the use of the app

“Scratch.” At the end of this curriculum students used

these skills to code movements for Spero Bots around the

classroom. Others used the VR Headsets with Mr.

Chenette to explore recent topics from their other core

classes. They enriched their previously learned content

by exploring rock layers, geologic time scales, and moon

phases from science class. They explored scenes from

Libya, Somalia, Egypt and South Africa, and embarked on

a virtual tour of the tall flagships similar to The Seahawk

from their recent Charlotte Doyle novel. These Virtual

Reality Headsets were purchased in 2020 through funds

donated from a grant by the Georgetown Education

Foundation (GEF). Supplemental funding for additional

Virtual Reality headsets was provided from a grant

through Awesome Georgetown in late 2021 and will be

purchased in early 2022.


